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PAFTT _A

Answer allquestions. Each question carries 1 mark. (10x1=10Marks)

1. Write down two examples of two active electronic components.

2. lndicate any two specilications ol a capacitor.

3. Name any material used for making LED.

4. Draw the symbol of a PNP transistor and indicate the lerminals.

5. Define the peak inverse voltage of a rectifier.

6. What is the Binary equivalent ol decimal number 10.21 ?

7. What is the 2's complement of 10101 ?

8. What is meant by ECL logic ?

9. Detine propagation delay of a digital lC.

10. What is a carbon nano tube ?
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PART_ B

AnsweranyS questions. Eachquestion carries2 marks. (Bx2=16 Marks)

1 1. Explain the constructional details of carbon composition resistors.

12. What are the uses ol capacitors in an electronic circuits ?

13. Explain varjous applications of diodes.

14. What is the function of emitter by-pas6 capacitor in an RC coupled amplifier circuit ?

15. Write the applications of 555 timer lcs.

16. Convert (B3E)" to Binary and Decimal.

17, Subtract binary number 1 1 10101 from 10100111.

18. Explain floating point representation ol numbers.

19. Prove the Boolean expressron A(A{A +B)=AB.

20. What are the applications ol flip-flops ?

21 . What are the performance parameters of digital logic tamilies ?

22. Drawthe selup to make a lull adder using half adders.

PABT _ C

Answerany 6questions. Eachquestion carries4 marks (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Describe the working of LED with the help o{ figures.

24. Explain the working of a full wave reclifier.

25. Explain the reverse break down mechanisms in a diode,

26. Explain how the bistable multivibrator is working as a frequency divider.

27. Explain the BCD and ASCII number systems with lhe help of examples.

28. Draw the OR, AND, XOR and XNOB gates in Venn diagram.
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29. Express the Boolean function F = A + B'C as a sum of minterms.

30. Compare TTL, CMOS and ECL digital logic families.

31 . Explain the advantages and disadvantages of nano technology.

PART_ D

Answerany 2 questions. Each question carries 1 5 marks. (2x15=30 Marks)

32. With the help of neat schematics explain the input and output characteristics of
Transistor in Common Emitter configurations. Write down the expressions lor Ri,
R- and h--.

33. Write down the algorithm lor BCD Addition. Find the sum and diflerence oi numbers
74998 and 38976 by BCD addition and subtraction respectively. Show the steps
clearly.

34. Realize AND, OR, NOT and XOR gate using NAND gate only. Draw the lruth table
for each gate also.

35. With the help o, neat schematics explain the working of a key board encoder.


